
•	 Learn	about	Australian	and	international	standards	developments	in	arc	flash
•	 Hear	local	and	international	case	studies	detailing	the	latest	arc	flash	mitigation	

strategies and solutions
•	 Learn	about	electrical	safety	statistics	and	the	implications	for	you
•	 Understand	how	to	achieve	a	compliant	and	electrically	safe	work	place
•	 Learn	how	to	provide	arc	flash	training	for	your	staff
•	 Detail	the	steps	to	perform	an	arc	flash	hazard	analysis
•	 Clearly	understand	what	an	arc	flash	is	and	the	potential	injuries	that	can	result
•	 Define	what	personal	protective	equipment	(PPE)	is	required	on	your	site
•	 Learn	practical	considerations	for	PPE	selection	and	testing
•	 Learn	how	to	perform	testing	and	maintenance	on	your	PPE

Technology Training that Works

AUSTRALIA	•	CANADA	•	INDIA	•	IRELAND	•	mALAySIA	
NEW	ZEALAND	•	PoLAND	•	SINGAPoRE	•	SoUTH	AFRICA	

UNITED	KINGDom	•	UNITED	STATES	•	vIETNAm
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whAT YOu wILL GAIN FROM ThIs EVENT:

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Phone: 1300 138 522
idc@idc-online.com or  
www.idc-online.com

•	 Electrical	Technicians,	Engineers	and	
Managers

•	 Engineering	managers
•	 Risk	Assessors
•	 Design	Engineers
•	 manufacturers	of	PPE	&	Safety	

Equipment
•	 Safety	Facilitators
•	 Instrumentation	&	Control	Technicians	

and Engineers

•	 Process	Safety	and	Loss	Prevention	
Managers

•	 Government	Safety	Regulators/
Inspectors

•	 oHS/Training	managers
•	 Tradespersons	working	in	potentially	

explosive areas
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Certified electrical safety
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sponsorship Opportunities
Representing your business at the 4th Arc Flash and Isolation Safety Conference 
will provide you the opportunity to reach key decision makers from a multitude 
of industries. For more information on sponsorship and exhibition opportunities 
please contact IDC Technologies via email conferences@idc-online.com. 

1.15pm

session
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cAsE 
sTudY

Arc flash compliance implementation at industrial 
manufacturing facilities   
 David Durocher – Global Industry Manager – Mining & Metals, Eaton USA
Win Cung – Global Account Director, Eaton Industries Australia
Aaron teo – Business Development Manager – Oil, Gas and Mining, Eaton 
Industries Australia

This paper highlights an assortment of case studies and explains how arc 
flash hazards were identified, measured and mitigated in various industries 
facilities. Case studies will include compliance with IEEE 1584-2002 Guide 
for Performing Arc Flash Hazard Calculations, along with regional workplace 
safety standards for a North American multi-site cement manufacturer; 
investigation of an arc flash incident at a US chemical processing facility, 
and a “safety by design” installation at a coal preparation plant in Australia. 
The paper will examine the plans and processes reviewed and considered, 
the strategy deployed to manage/reduce arc flash hazards, and then 
discuss lessons learned in the implementation of new systems to improve 
electrical workplace safety.

2.00pm

session
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New remote isolation technology in practice: a case study
 Michael Lane – REMSAFE Pty Ltd
This case study is about new remote isolation technology that removes 
electrical personnel from the potential exposure of arc flash in switch 
rooms, and is capable of achieving a SIL3/Cat 4 safety rating. Access 
problems meant that an 8,000tph port conveyor took 90 minutes and a 
50km round trip to isolate. Since 2012 the programmable remote 
isolation system has taken less than three minutes for a full current 
isolation. By integrating control and automation technology, it eliminates 
regular exposure to arc flash hazard during isolations. Extra production 
availability returned its investment in full by the second time it was used.

Afternoon tea – 2.45pm

3.15pm

session
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Safety First with Virtual Simulation 
Doug Bester – Technical Director, Sentient                             
The industry is facing serious safety risks with regard to potential arc 
flash burns and electrical shocks.   Innovative 3D technology assists with 
alleviating these risks.  Through interactive 3D simulations electricians 
are able to perform high voltage switching in a safe virtual environment 
prior to operation.  This mitigates the risks associated with long time 
lapses between isolations or isolating different switches. It further 
reminds electricians of all the precautionary steps to be taken prior to, 
and during a high voltage switching activity.   Additionally it provides a 
cost-effective way to assist in the development and assessment of a new 
generation of electricians.

4.00pm

session
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Arc flash standards: considerations for PPE selection and 
innovations around PPE
Michael Carolan – Senior Product Manager Electrical Safety, Eyewear and 
Respiratory, Honeywell Safety Products                           
Many companies are aware that arc flash is a dangerous hazard, however 
they are unsure on how to take appropriate action to protect their 
workers. This presentation will cover the steps which should be followed 
to assist delegates in getting started, with the main focus being arc flash 
PPE selection considerations, and the NFPA70E standard for selection 
use, and maintenance of appropriate PPE. We will also cover innovations 
in arc flash PPE which can help to increase worker comfort and 
acceptance. Selecting PPE with a suitable rating for the task is the most 
important aspect of PPE selection, and we will cover some real life arc 
flash incidents and highlight the importance of getting it right.

4.45pm Address to delegates by Networking Session Sponsor – 
Powerplan Engineers Pty Ltd

Arc flash is a topical issue in the electrical engineering community as many 
people in Australia receive severe and debilitating burns each year. Technology 
and safety procedures have significantly reduced most other forms of electrical 
injuries; however incidents related to arc flash have surfaced as one of the 
leading causes of injury and even death to workers. The importance of arc flash 
safety is often undervalued. This was unfortunately proven true in early 2015 in 
Perth when two men who were conducting electrical maintenance died in an 
explosion, and several were also injured. The technical aspects and physics 
associated with arc flash are still somewhat debatable. There have been concerns 
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Recent changes to arc flash standards and  
hazard reduction equipment: what does this  
mean for Australian workplaces?
 Brett Cleaves – Director, Engineering Safety Pty Ltd

Electrical Safety has two potentially lethal hazards in 
electric shock and arc flash burns. The lack of 
comprehensive or prescriptive Australian arc flash standards has resulted 
in a relatively slow inclusion of arc flash safety controls in work place 
electrical safety programs. Recent standard changes have reinforced the 
need for arc flash hazard assessments and the development of controls. 
This presentation will provide and insight into the recent changes to arc 
flash standards, hazard reduction equipment and what this means for 
Australian workplaces.

9.30am

session
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cAsE 
sTudY

Comparison of Methods to Reduce Arc-Flash Hazards
 Mynard Steyn – Electrical Engineer, Powertech Services
This paper aims to investigate alternative techniques to accelerate fault 
clearance times during arc faults and to compare the reduction in 
incident energy between the different methods. Attention is given to 
approaches which may be easily implemented in an existing plant 
without the need for extensive relay and current transformer retrofitting 
to switchgear. A typical industrial network is used to ensure realistic 
comparisons can be drawn.

Morning tea – 10.15am

10.45am

session
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Arc flash and blast management of heavy current industrial 
switchboards within critical risk facilities 
 Andrew Martin – Principal Inspector Onshore, Department of Mines and 
Petroleum WA

Arc flash and blast is a serious hazard that can be devastating to plant and 
personnel. This is especially the case with heavy current industrial 
switchboards within petroleum and chemical critical risk facilities, where 
an arc flash and blast event may have the potential for wider community 
consequences. Australian regulation and standards do exist for protection 
against arc flash and blast. The current mandatory requirements are 
detailed in AS/NZS 3000:2007 and AS/NZS 3439.1:2002 and include 
internal separation and/or specific overcurrent protection settings. These 
requirements are arguably inadequate given the state of knowledge about 
the hazard for critical risk facilities. There are now ways of eliminating or 
minimising the risk posed by arc flash which are not covered by the above 
standards. This talk will explore some of the limitations of the above 
standards while offering guidance on practical ways forward.

11.30am

session
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Arc flash/blast: am I really protected?  
 Brad Gradwell – Managing Director; Executive Engineer, Hudson McKay 
Group Pty Ltd
Recent research into electrode orientations typically found in MCC 
configurations showed incident energy exposure could be up to 300% 
higher than expected using the current IEEE 1584 standard. The current 
specified levels of PPE requirements in NFPA70E for these applications may 
be exposing personnel to a hazard for which they assume they are 
protected against when in fact they may not be. This paper adopts a 
functional safety approach to the effectiveness of arc flash\blast using the 
layers of protection approach and also examines the impact of the latest 
results from the joint IEEE\NFPA task group testing.

Lunch – 12.15pm

cONFERENcE dAY ONE – 26th August 2015

about the physics of electrical arcing faults being significantly different to those 
established by the USA with the NFPA 70E and the IEEE 1584 standards.
The objective of the conference is to provide you with the latest developments and 
best practice to deal with arc flash hazards in Australia. You will have an 
opportunity to discuss your arc flash issues with our speakers, and gain practical 
applications for arc flash safety. The focus throughout is on the experiences of end 
users. The conference will be attended by those who are interested in technical 
solutions to their arc flash issues, industry trends, standards developments and 
new techniques to tackle existing arc flash threats.

Networking Session – 5.00pm to 6.00pm
An hour dedicated for all attendees to meet and socialise  

with experts and industry peers at the  
Arc Flash and Isolation Safety Conference Cocktail Hour.

Proudly 
Sponsored by



1.15pm
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Arc flash incident and assessment studies 
 Brett Cleaves – Director, Engineering Safety Pty Ltd

This workshop will include interactive discussion on a number of real life 
arc flash incidents. The take home message is that these incidents can 
and do happen. The workshop will then focus on two case studies for arc 
flash hazard assessment and development of controls. The first case 
study is on a small low voltage distribution transformer fed factory, the 
second is on a major raw material handling facility. The case studies will 
provide a walkthrough of the assessment process and hazard reduction 
utilising the hierarchy of controls. The workshop will also demonstrate 
the effects of these controls on the prospective arc fault incident energy. 
Lastly, there will be a brief discussion on task-based approach to 
reducing arc flash incidents.

2.00pm

session
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the original remote arc flash solution
 Kelvin Hines  – Founder, Arc Flash Solutions

Racking or engaging medium to high voltage circuit breakers is a 
dangerous and arduous task. Service technicians racking circuit breakers 
are placed in life threatening situations far too often for modern standards 
of government regulation and more importantly modern personal morality.
Ten years ago, after a major incident at an electrical sub station, Kelvin’s 
firm was contracted by the electrical supply authority to develop a 
solution. The result was the development of the CBRU (Circuit Breaker 
Racking Unit) FXT model. In this presentation you will get an insight into 
the development of remote racking equipment and its unique design. You 
will hear case studies from Kelvin’s vast experience building custom 
remote racking devices for companies in Australia and the USA. 

Afternoon tea – 2.45pm

3.15pm

session
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Arc flash standards: USA vs. Australia 
 John Archer – Archer Electrical Engineering Pty Ltd 
It is common practice in Australia to conduct switchgear arc flash hazard 
analysis on standards produced in the USA. The 2015 revision of NFPA 70E 
prohibits the use of the Incident Energy Analysis Method, for determining 
an appropriate PPE level from within the four or five categories of PPE 
familiar to most engineers. The fact that these are US standards and not 
Australian standards permits a discretionary approach to the application 
of these standards which might be useful in overcoming the above 
limitation, which has caused considerable angst amongst those 
responsible for arc flash studies. This presentation aims to: draw attention 
to the main differences between NFPA 70E 2012 and 2015 revisions; 
present a unified approach to the application of the USA’s standards NFPA 
70E and IEEE 1584; and promote awareness of the Australian Standard 
governing the limitation of internal arcing current damage.

4.00pm

session

16

Considerations for selection of electric arc protective clothing
 Geoff Wynn – ARC PPE Consultant 
Arc flash rated clothing is now being adopted in Australia, this follows testing 
by AUSGRID at the Lane Cove facility which clearly showed the traditionally 
worn cotton uniforms were not suitable to wear as arc PPE. Different arc 
testing methods are used in other geographic regions, but a proven 
consensus exists – arc rated PPE is required in all areas of the electrical 
industry. This presentation will cover the significance of arc rated clothing 
and PPE. A historic overview will show how arc rated PPE and new 
standards have impacted in a positive manner in other countries, reducing 
incidents, clothing fires and fatalities. Heat stress is a big concern for people 
who have to wear this arc rated PPE, and scientific data will illustrate how 
to understand and select a suitable product.

Closing – 4.45pm

8.30am

session
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KEY 
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Risk assessment procedures and the new  
arc flash PPE category table method 
 terry Becker – P.Eng., CESCP, IEEE Senior Member, 
President & CEO, ESPS Electrical Safety Program Solutions INC.

NFPA 70E and the Canadian equivalent CSA Z462 have 
been released in 2015 editions. The 2015 editions 
contain significant changes further aligning them with occupational 
health & safety management system standards and risk assessment 
standards. Two key changes are the requirement to complete a risk 
assessment procedure and the deletion of the hazard/risk category 
(HRC) table method and any reference to HRC.  A new arc flash hazard 
identification and arc flash PPE category table method has been added. 
The 2018 editions are already under development. The 2015 changes 
and related impacts will be reviewed, and a highlight of what may come 
in 2018 will be provided. The related IEEE 1584 standard will also have 
a new edition released in 2016.

9.30pm

session
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cAsE 
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Case Study – Your Next Arc Fault
 Peter Willis – DIgSILENT PACIFIC

This paper presents an arc event that occurs in the near future as a 
case study. It establishes the basic facts leading into the incident and 
the outcomes that occurred in terms of damage to equipment and 
injuries to personnel. It examines the response by the Company, the 
Network Provider and Safety Regulator. The incident is then critically 
evaluated against regulations, standards and codes of practice, 
inclusive of the installation’s design and completed studies such as 
protection grading and arc flash studies. The purpose of this presentation 
is to guide delegates through the storyline of a plausible incident so 
they may challenge their own practices against the confronting 
consequences of injuries to electrical workers’. 

 Morning tea – 10.15am

10.45am

session
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Arc fault protection standards for LV switchgear
 David Stonebridge – LV Indoor Switchgear Engineer, ABB Australia

The electrical industry in Australia for many years has been discussing 
the application of NFPA 70E in lieu of the Australian standard for arc 
flash protection. Recently there have been revisions to the AS/NZS, IEC 
as well as the USA standards regarding arc fault protection, which is the 
focus of this paper; however there is still no direction to change to the 
USA Standards.

11.30am

session

12

Fast Arc Quenching Systems in MV Switchgear for Protecting 
People and Assets
 Dmitry Lazarchuk – Product Manager – Medium Voltage, NHP Electrical Engineering

Internal arc fault is a very rare but possible event in the modern 
medium voltage switchgear. While the typical switchgear being 
classified for an arc fault does prevent people’s injuries, it does not 
protect the asset from unrepairable damage, and does not eliminate all 
the hazards caused by arc gases. 
New technologies available in the Australian medium voltage market 
are two types of fast arc quenching systems which eliminate the arc 
faults in less than 50 ms, such that switchgear can be restored into 
service in a matter of hours, minimizing the downtime. They also fully 
protect personnel from energy and gases caused by an arc fault.

Lunch – 12.15pm

cONFERENcE dAY TwO – 27th August 2015
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All conference papers are reviewed and selected for their high quality 
and technical value by our panel of specialists experienced in the theory 

and practice of arc flash and isolation safety.



GENERAL INFORMATION

REGIsTRATIONs

Confirmation Details
A confirmation email and invoice will be sent to 
delegates within 3 days of receiving the 
registration.

Cancellation Policy
A fee of 20% cancellation will apply for 
cancellations received 7 – 14 days prior to the 
start date of the conference. Cancellations 
received less than 7 days prior to the start date of 
the conference are not refundable, however 
substitutes are welcome.

Venue  
Novotel Perth Langley
221 Adelaide Terrace, Perth WA 6000
Phone: 08 9221 1200

Accommodation
The conference venue has discounted 
accommodation available for conference delegates. 
Contact the venue directly on 08 9221 1200 and 
mention the conference when booking to receive 
the best room rate available.

Food and Beverages
All lunches, morning and afternoon refreshments 
are included in the registration fee.

Unable to Attend
If you are unable to attend the full conference 
program, contact us for details to attend 
individual sessions, or to purchase the Conference 
Resource Kit.

Enquiries
Phone 1300 138 522 or  
email idc@idc-online.com.
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- Book after 29th July    $1795.00 x   _____ delegates = $ _____________

 OPTION 3: 3 for 2 Offer ANd Early Bird discount  
- Book on or before 29th July (sAVE $1615.50)  3 delegates: 2 x $1615.50 = $3231.00  = $ _____________  

 OPTION 4: 3 for 2 Offer standard Rate (NO Early Bird)  
- Book after 29th July (sAVE $1795.00)  3 delegates: 2 x $1795.00 = $3590.00  = $ _____________  

     TOTAL duE  = $_______________ 
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4Th ARc FLAsh ANd IsOLATION sAFETY cONFERENcE 
Wednesday 26th to Thursday 27th August 2015
Novotel Perth Langley, Perth, Australia

CARDHOLDER’S
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CARDHOLDER’S
SIGNATURE:

EXPIRY
DATE:           /

On the reverse of your card, above the signature, is a security number.  
In order to authorise your card transaction, we require the last 3 digits: 

If the Cardholder's address is not the same 
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Simply complete this form online or return by email to idc@idc-online.com. 
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2. hOw dId YOu hEAR ABOuT ThIs EVENT?

PLEAsE NOTE: Full payment is required prior to the commencement of the conference.

Corporate packages available upon request

BRETT cLEAVEs Director, Engineering Safety Pty Ltd

Brett is an electrical engineer with a passion for electrical 
safety and a wealth of experience in the area of arc flash 
hazard review, and the practical application of arc flash 
mitigation techniques. Brett worked for BlueScope Steel for 
over 18 year starting as an electrical engineering cadet and 
eventually having the electrical engineer governance role 
managing the works electrical safety committee, carrying out 
electrical incident investigations, and performing numerous arc blast and flash 
modelling, and review studies. His final role at BlueScope was as the works High 
Voltage Operations Engineer. Since then, Brett has been working with Endeavour 
Energy managing the construction of HV transmission lines, and has launched 
Engineering Safety, providing assistance to companies with arc flash studies and 
strategies for reducing exposure levels through, to PPE policy assistance.

I wish to pay by:        direct deposit           company Purchase Order Number: __________________________

  cheque (made payable to IDC Technologies) Online: 
 www.idc-online.com

By Email: 
 idc@idc-online.com

By Mail:  
 IDC Technologies
 PO Box 1093, West Perth WA 6872

By Phone: 
 1300 138 522

3 FOR 2 OFFER:
Register 3 delegates  
and only pay for 2  

- SAVE UP to $1795.00

EARLY BIRd OFFER: 
10% off the conference fee  
for registrations received  

on or before 29th July 2015  
- SAVE $179.50

ANd 
/OR

ABN 78 003 263 189

TERRY BEcKER  P.Eng., CESCP, IEEE Senior Member, 
President & CEO, ESPS Electrical Safety Program Solutions INC.

Terry is the first past vice chair of the CSA Z462 workplace 
electrical safety standard technical committee, and currently 
a voting member and leader of Working Group 8, Annexes. 
Terry is also a voting member of the IEEE 1584 committee, 
associate member of the CSA Z463 guideline for maintenance 
of electrical systems technical committee, and a member of 
the NFPA 70E Annexes Working Group. Terry is the visionary, creator and subject 
matter expert of the unique processes and systems established at ESPS to 
mitigate and reduce the risk of exposure to all workers from arc flash and shock.  
Terry has presented at numerous Canadian Standards Association (CSA), IEEE and 
industry conferences and workshops on electrical safety in Canada, the United 
States, Australia and India.

YBOOKING cOdE:


